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Abstract

This paper adresses the problem of motion-based seg-
mentation of image sequences. One motion estimation algo-
rithm and two segmentation algorithms are presented. The
motion estimation is based on 3D orientation tensors and
the algorithm can be used to estimate a large class of mo-
tion models, including the affine model that is used in the
segmentation. The segmentation algorithms are based on a
competitive region growing approach.

1. Introduction

Segmentation is an important step in many image pro-
cessing applications. Obvious examples can be found in ob-
ject recognition and second generation video coding tech-
niques [5], among others. Depending on the application,
different criteria can be chosen as basis for the segmenta-
tion, such as texture or motion. In the latter case one is
interested in finding regions characterized by having a co-
herent motion, with respect to some motion model. A diffi-
culty with this approach is the fact that precise estimation of
the motion in the different regions requires a good segmen-
tation, while on the other hand, a good segmentation can-
not be obtained without accurate motion estimates. Hence
the two subproblems of segmentation and motion estima-
tion are strongly interlinked.

In [6, 7, 8], which served as an initial inspiration for this
work, Wang and Adelson use motion-based segmentation to
obtain a layered representation of image sequences. They
start from an arbitrary partition of the first frame and reach
the final segmentation iteratively. Each iteration consists of
estimation of affine motion model parameters, clustering of
these models in parameter space, and resegmentation with
respect to the new affine motion models. Later frames are
instantiated with the previous segmentation instead of an
arbitrary partition. The motion model estimation is based on
an optic flow field, computed by a gradient based algorithm.

Here the same motion model is used, but about every-
thing else is done differently. The motion estimation is
based on 3D orientation tensors [3]. The segmentation uses

a unsupervised region growing approach, based on competi-
tion between seeds to become regions and between regions
to grow. For subsequent frames a simpler algorithm has also
been developed. It can be noted that while the motion esti-
mation works well with the segmentation algorithms, they
are largely independent. The motion estimation can be used
in other applications and the segmentation algorithms can
be adapted to other homogeneity criteria.

Since this paper is a condensation of a Master’s thesis,
many details have been omitted. These details, as well as
some additional material, can be found in [2].

2. Motion model estimation

The velocity estimation is based on 3D orientation ten-
sors, as described in [3]. An orientation tensor T can be
considered as a quadratic form, describing the directional
distribution of the signal energy in a neighborhood of a
point. By the spectral theorem the tensor can be decom-
posed as

T = λ1ê1ê
T
1 + λ2ê2ê

T
2 + λ3ê3ê

T
3 , (1)

where λi are the eigenvalues, λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ≥ 0, and {êi}
is the corresponding set of orthogonal eigenvectors. From
the eigenvalues it is possible to determine whether the signal
is locally isotropic, two-dimensional or one-dimensional. In
the case of an image sequence the two latter cases corre-
spond to the moving point and moving line cases, respec-
tively. Estimates of the velocity or the normal velocity com-
ponent can be obtained immediately from the eigenvectors.
In the context of estimating a motion model it would, how-
ever, be a mistake to give up the additional information con-
tained in the tensor at this early stage.

A 2D velocity (vx, vy), measured in pixels/frame, can be
extended to a 3D directional vector v by setting

v =





vx

vy

1



 . (2)



In the direction corresponding to the true velocity, the sig-
nal energy is ideally zero. Therefore a distance measure
between a velocity hypothesis and an orientation tensor is
given by

d(v,T) = vT T̃v = vT T − λ3I

tr(T)
v, (3)

where the isotropic part of the tensor, giving no informa-
tion about the velocity, has been removed. The tensor has
also been normalized with respect to the total energy in the
neighborhood. Minimization of this distance measure gives
an estimation of the velocity. In the moving line case, all ve-
locities with correct normal component will yield the mini-
mum value.

The chosen motion model is the commonly used affine
motion model [1], where the motion at each point (x, y) is
given by

vx(x, y) = ax + by + c, (4)
vy(x, y) = dx + ey + f, (5)

where vx and vy are the x and y components of the velocity
and a through f are the coefficients of the model. To derive
a distance measure between the motion model and an ori-
entation tensor, note that equations (2), (4), and (5) can be
rewritten as
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where

S =





x y 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 x y 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1



 , (7)

p =
(

a b c d e f 1
)T

. (8)

Hence

d(v,T) = vT T̃v = pT ST T̃Sp = pT Qp , d(p,T),
(9)

where Q = ST T̃S is a positive semidefinite quadratic
form.

Motion model parameters for a region are determined by
minimization of the sum of the distances from the parame-
ters to the orientation tensors in the region:

dtot(p) =
∑

i

d(p,Ti) = pT

(

∑

i

Qi

)

p = pT Qtotp,

(10)

where the sum is taken over the pixels in the region. Now
the problem is to find the vector p that minimizes the

quadratic form pT Qtotp with the restriction that the last
element of p has to be 1. Make the partitions

p =

(

p̄

1

)

, Qtot =

(

Q̄ q

qT a

)

, (11)

where p̄ =
(

a b c d e f
)T

, Q̄ is a symmetric ma-
trix, q a vector, and a a scalar. Then

dtot(p) = p̄T Q̄p̄ + p̄T q + qT p̄ + a, (12)

which is minimized by

ˆ̄p = −Q̄−1q. (13)

In the case that Q̄ should happen to be singular or close to
singular, the inverse can be replaced by the pseudo inverse.

This method of estimating motion model parameters is
by no means restricted to the affine motion model used here.
In fact, as can be deduced from equation (9), the only re-
quirement is that the model be linear in its parameters.

3. Segmentation

The goal of the segmentation is to partition the image
into a set of disjoint regions, so that each region is character-
ized by a coherent motion, with respect to the chosen affine
motion model. Here a region is defined to be a nonempty,
connected set of pixels. The segmentation algorithms are
based on competitive region growing. The basic algorithm
is first presented in abstract form.

3.1. The competitive algorithm

To each region R is associated a cost function CR(x),
which is defined for all pixels in the image and may vary
as the region grows. Regions are extended by adding one
pixel at a time. To preserve connectivity the new pixel must
be adjacent to the region, and to preserve disjointedness it
must not already be assigned to some other region. The new
pixel is also chosen as cheap as possible. The details are as
follows.

Let the border ∆R of region R be the set of nonassigned
pixels in the image which are adjacent to some pixel in
R. For each region R, the possible candidate, N(R), to be
added to the region is the cheapest pixel bordering to R, i.e.

N(R) = arg min
x∈∆R

CR(x). (14)

The corresponding minimum cost for adding the candidate
to the region is denoted Cmin(R). In the case of an empty
border, N(R) is undefined and Cmin(R) is infinite.

Assuming that a number of regions {Rn} in some way
have been obtained, the rest of the image is partitioned as
follows.



1. Find the region Ri for which the cost to add a new pixel
is the least, i.e. i = arg minn Cmin(Rn).

2. Add the cheapest pixel N(Ri) to Ri.

3. Repeat the first two steps until no pixels remain.

Note that it does not matter what the actual values of
the cost functions are. It is only relevant which of them is
lowest. Hence the algorithm is called competitive.

3.2. Segmentation algorithm 1

The first segmentation algorithm segments each frame
in the sequence independently. The only input is an orien-
tation tensor field for the image, containing one tensor for
each pixel. Since no previous knowledge of how the im-
age should be segmented is assumed, there is no way of
knowing how many regions there should be, or where they
should be located. To handle this problem it is necessary
to introduce some kind of seeds into the competitive algo-
rithm. These have the form of preliminary regions.

The cost function should of course be related to how well
the points in the image fit to the motion in the region. Affine
parameters for a given region are computed by the method
described in section 2. The cost function is then given es-
sentially by d(p,T), but with some modifications.

It should be noted that robust estimation of the motion
parameters requires that the regions are not too small, less
than about 200 pixels is not recommended. Therefore the
seeds has to be at least that size. At the beginning of the al-
gorithm there is a large number of seeds spread all over the
image. In contrast to the regions, the seeds are allowed to
overlap. The quality of a seed is determined by how well it
can be described by a single motion model. Motion param-
eters for the seeds are computed in the same ways as for the
regions and the maximum cost among a seed’s own points
is used to rank the seeds.

The first thing that happens is that the seed with the least
maximum cost is converted into a region. From now on
there is a competition between the remaining seeds, trying
to be converted into regions, and between the regions, try-
ing to grow. This competition can be formalized into the
following steps.

1. Among the seeds, choose the one with the least maxi-
mum cost as aspirant for conversion into a region.

2. As in the competitive algorithm, find the cheapest pixel
that may be added to one of the real regions.

3. Compare the least maximum cost from step 1 to the
cost of the cheapest pixel in step 2.

(a) If the least maximum cost is best, convert the cor-
responding seed to a region.

(b) Otherwise, add the cheapest pixel to the corre-
sponding region.

To avoid excessive fragmentation of the image into
small regions, the comparison cannot be made directly
between the least maximum cost and the cost of the
cheapest pixel. Instead the first value is multiplied by
a penalty factor λ before the comparison is made.

4. The seeds may overlap each other but not the regions.
Therefore some seeds may have to be rebuilt.

This process is repeated until all pixels have been claimed.
An example of the algorithm at work is given in figure 2,
where frame 1 from figure 1 is being segmented. The darker
the region, the earlier it has been included in the segmenta-
tion.

3.3. Segmentation algorithm 2

The second segmentation algorithm takes advantage of
the segmentation of the previous frame in the sequence.
One reason for this is that by using old information, the new
segmentation can be done faster and more robustly. Another
reason, that is important in some applications, is to obtain
a segmentation of the sequence that is consistently labeled
from frame to frame.

The inputs to this algorithm are an orientation tensor
field for the current frame and a segmentation of the previ-
ous frame. Initial regions are constructed from the previous
segmentation. It is assumed that the current frame contains
the same regions as the previous one and that the move-
ments of all regions are small. Thereby good initial regions
can efficiently be obtained by shrinking the old regions in a
connectivity preserving manner.

For the initial regions, new motion parameters are com-
puted. Then the rest of the pixels are distributed strictly
according to the competitive algorithm. The cost function
from algorithm 1 is still used. The algorithm is illustrated
in figure 3.

4. Discussion

The presented algorithms have a number of interesting
properties and, admittedly, some weaknesses. There is still
a large potential for improvements and further development.

To start with the motion model estimation, it is interest-
ing to note that it copes well with the aperture problem, by
combining information over a region and because the ori-
entation tensors can represent normal velocities as well as
point velocities. A weakness is that it is hard to estimate ten-
sors correctly for large velocities. A solution would likely
require a multiple scale approach [4].

The segmentation algorithms are characterized by
their competitive nature and the connectivity requirement.



Neighboring regions grow towards each other until they
meet, and even though the orientation tensors close to the
border may be somewhat off, far away regions cannot grab
these points. Occasional points with very noisy tensors may
fit badly to the motion models of all regions, but they will
get surrounded by some region and sooner or later be in-
cluded themselves. The same is true for nontextured parts
of an object. Although these parts give no information about
the motion, they will be incorporated with the surrounding
region. A weakness with the connectivity requirement is
that an object may artificially be split into multiple regions
if it is occluded. But then a comparison of the motion mod-
els is likely to reveal this fact.

Additional weaknesses are that the algorithms have prob-
lems finding very small objects and fast moving objects, due
to limitations in the motion model estimation. Algorithm 2
suffers from the assumption that no regions appear or dis-
appear between frames. An algorithm that both takes ad-
vantage of previous segmentations and allows changes to
the set of regions would be a useful addition. Finally both
algorithms, but algorithm 1 in particular, have high compu-
tational complexity. They do, however, have good potential
for parallelization.
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(a) frame 1 (f) frame 11 (f) frame 21

Figure 1. Selected frames from the flower garden sequence.

(a) 12500 pixels (a) 25000 pixels (c) 37500 pixels

(e) 50000 pixels (e) 62500 pixels (f) 75820 pixels

Figure 2. Development of the regions in segmentation algorithm 1. The number of classified pixels is indicated.

(a) initial regions (c) 62500 pixels (d) 75820 pixels

Figure 3. Development of the regions in segmentation algorithm 2.


